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50 Tucker Street, Chapel Hill, Qld 4069

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 2 Area: 597 m2 Type: House

Chris Rhode
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Auction

Welcome to 50 Tucker Street, a hidden gem in the heart of Chapel Hill, awaiting a visionary touch to restore it to its full

potential. This property is a unique opportunity for investors, renovators, and homebuyers looking to create their dream

home in one of the most sought-after neighbourhoods. Set on a generous lot, the house boasts a solid structure with an

inviting façade, offering endless possibilities for customization and enhancement. With its prime location and substantial

size, this property is poised to become a standout residence after a thoughtful renovation.As you step inside, you'll find a

spacious layout that provides a great canvas for modern upgrades and stylish finishes. The existing floor plan includes

multiple bedrooms, a large living area, and a kitchen space that can be transformed into a chef's dream. Original features

like hardwood floors and large windows hint at the home's potential charm and character. While the property requires

updates, the foundation and structure are in good condition, making it an ideal candidate for a full-scale renovation

project.The exterior of 50 Tucker Street offers just as much promise as the interior. The generous yard is a blank slate,

perfect for creating an outdoor oasis with landscaping, patios, or even a pool. The surrounding neighbourhood is known

for its friendly community atmosphere, excellent schools, and proximity to local amenities such as shopping centres,

restaurants, and parks. Investing in this property not only means crafting a beautiful home but also becoming part of a

vibrant and thriving community.Don't miss your chance to own a piece of Chapel Hill history and turn it into a modern

masterpiece. 50 Tucker Street is going to auction, presenting a rare opportunity to purchase a property with such

incredible potential. Whether you're an experienced renovator or a homeowner ready to take on an exciting project, this

house is the perfect canvas for your vision. Offers prior to auction are encouraged, or attend the auction and seize the

chance to bring new life to this promising property, transforming it into a standout home tailored to your personal taste

and style.- Elevated block- Multiple living areas- Air conditioned- Quiet neighbourhood- Close to schools, public transport

and shopping centresInformation contained on any marketing material, website or other portal should not be relied upon

and you should make your own enquiries and seek your own independent advice with respect to any property advertised

or the information about the property.This property is being sold without a price and therefore a price guide cannot be

provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for website functionality purposes.


